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France and the World since 1870 (International Relations and the Great Powers)Arnold, 2001
Here, John Keiger examines the subtle forces that have shaped France's international relations, from material aspects such as geography, demography, and economics, to more abstract features of France's national identity such as the notion of state and the impulse to spread French culture. The
first study of its kind in English, the book is...

		

Alternative Capitalisms: Geographies of Emerging Regions (Hodder Arnold Publication)Arnold, 2003
This book aims to examine the effects of globalization and economic and political transformations in the 'emerging regions' of Latin America and the Caribbean, East Central Europe and the former Soviet Union and East Asia by looking at development trajectories and the pathways of both economic and political change. This is a unique approach in...

		

Web.Studies: Rewiring Media Studies for the Digital AgeArnold, 2000
'Web.Studies sets the agenda for a new period of media research, one  that gets to grips with the significance of new communications  technologies and the global spaces in which they are so rapidly  developing. I believe that this book will help considerably to take  media studies in new directions.'  - Professor Kevin Robins, Goldsmiths College,...





		

Advanced Engineering DynamicsArnold, 1997
... essential reading for all those requiring a general understanding of the more advanced aspects of engineering dynamics.,Executive Engineer, -- Review    

       'Advanced Engineering Dynamics' bridges the gap between elementary dynamics and advanced specialist applications in engineering.

  It begins with a...

		

Digital Television Production: A HandbookArnold, 2002
This is a thoroughly good book for anyone aspiring to learn about the production process. It is presented an a very easy, well illustrated, comprehensive style with no detail spared. -- Viewfinder 20030220    

       This is a step-by-step companion designed to teach the reader how to turn ideas into desirable programs suitable for...
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